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We study in this paper characterizations of various interesting classes of relations arising in recursion theory. We first determine which Spector classes on the structure of arithmetic arise from recursion in normal type 2 objects, giving a partial answer to a problem raised by Moschovakis [8] , where the notion of Spector class was first essentially introduced. Our result here was independently discovered by S. G. Simpson (see [3] ). We conclude our study of Spector classes by examining two simple relations between them and a natural hierarchy to which they give rise.
The second part of our paper is concerned with finding structural characterizations of classes of relations on the reals in the spirit of Moschovakis [7] . Our main result provides a single abstract characterization for the class of fIl relations on the reals and the 2-envelope of 3E, the first one being valid if projective determinacy is true, the second if V = L is true. Recursion theory is full of examples of Spector classes. The classical example is H1. Then we have El and assuming projective determinacy El ,I~n+ for all n (assuming V = L all the Z' with n > 1 are Spector classes). The theory of objects of finite higher type is another basic source of Spector classes: If F is a normal finite type object, then -the 1 -envelope of F, i.e. the class of semirecursive in F relations on W, is a Spector class (a type n object F is called normal if nE is recursive in F, where nE is equality of type n -I objects).
After some reflection one realizes that although all the above examples (and many others we did not mention here) have a lot in common (and this is revealed by the general theory of Spector classes), they also have many significant structural differences. It thus becomes one of the most interesting and important problems of abstract recursion theory to find structural properties which characterize various significant subcollections of Spector classes. We characterize in this paper those Spector classes which are 1-envelopes of type 2 normal objects. The next step in this direction is clearly the characterization of 1-envelopes of higher than type 2 normal objects. Moschovakis [7] has shown that 1-envelopes of normal objects of type > 2 are never 1-envelopes of normal type 2 objects. Harrington [2] proved that the 1-envelope of a normal object of type > 3 is also the 1-envelope of a type 3 object and he gave a characterization of the collection of 1-envelopes of normal type 3 objects. It seems nevertheless that there is still room for improvement here.
The key to our result is the idea of using properties of the companion admissible structure of a Spector class r to characterize r itself, a possibility which already has been foreseen in the last paragraph of 
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